
CS2810 Day 18
Mar 28 2022

Admin:
Quiz3 is Friday
Review session tomorrow (see piazza)
stop by my OH on Thursday too!
how to request a zoom link

Content:
Big goal: T-Tests (difference of mean of two distributions)
Pooled Covariance
One and two tailed hypothesis tests



Which song is preferred by students?



Testing Difference of means:

Given samples from two distributions, we seek to test if the mean of one is different than other

Assumptions:
1. Each observation is independent of all others
2. Variance of each distribution is the same
3. Either

- Each distribution is normal
- There are sufficiently many observations that we can claim mean of distribution is normal

- Central Limit Theorem: mean of a set of indep observations gets closer to normal with
more samples

4. Our variance estimates equals the ground truth variance
- This assumption is too strong to make approach practical ... we'll modify to remove it later





In Class Assignment 1

Describe a circumstance which explicitly breaks assumption 1 and 2 in our music preference 
example.

1. Each observation is independent of all others

- sample from a group of similar people (at same concert) the variance might be lower than
another sample set
- if one respondee listens to the responses given before their own

2. Variance of each distribution is the same

- sample from a group of similar people (at same concert) the variance might be lower than
another sample set



Testing Difference of Mean: Overview

Step 0: Compute \hat{S}^2, the sample variance of \bar{x} - \bar{y} 

Step 1 : Compute Z statistic

Step 2: Build distribution of Z statistic under the null hypothesis

Step 3: Compute p-value

Step 4: Compare p-value to alpha threshold
If p-value < alpha:

reject null hypothesis, claim hypothesis is true
If pvalue >= alpha:

don't reject null hypothesis (no claims made) 























Testing Difference of Mean: Overview

Step 0: Compute \hat{S}^2, the sample variance of \bar{x} - \bar{y} 

Step 1 : Compute Z statistic

Step 2: Build distribution of Z statistic under the null hypothesis

Step 3: Compute p-value

Step 4: Compare p-value to alpha threshold
If p-value < alpha:

reject null hypothesis, claim hypothesis is true
If pvalue >= alpha:

don't reject null hypothesis (no claims made) 

ICA 1:
Compute a final p-value
and summarize the results
of our analysis about
song preference







Testing Difference of means:

Given samples from two distributions, we seek to test if the mean of one is different than other

Assumptions:
1. Each observation is independent of all others
2. Variance of each distribution is the same
3. Either

- Each distribution is normal
- There are sufficiently many observations that we can claim mean of distribution is normal

- Central Limit Theorem: mean of a set of indep observations gets closer to normal with
more samples

4. Our variance estimates equals the ground truth variance
- This assumption is too strong to make approach practical ... we'll modify to remove it later









Let's summarize ...



Testing Difference of means (T-Test version ... use this one, Z-test only for exposition)

Given samples from two distributions, we seek to test if the mean of one is different than other

3 different hypotheses we can investigate:
Hypotheses \mu_x < \mu_y \mu_x != \mu_y \mu_x > \mu_y
Null Hypotheses \mu_x >= \mu_y \mu_x = \mu_y \mu_x <= \mu_y

Assumptions:
1. Each observation is independent of all others
2. Variance of each distribution is the same
3. Either

- Each distribution is normal
- There are sufficiently many observations that we can claim mean of distribution is normal

- Central Limit Theorem: mean of a set of indep observations gets closer to normal with
more samples



Testing Difference of Mean: Overview

Step 0: Estimate \hat{S}^2, the sample variance of \bar{x} - \bar{y} 

Step 1 : Compute T statistic

Step 2: Build distribution of T statistic under the null hypothesis

Step 3: Compute p-value

Step 4: Compare p-value to alpha threshold
If p-value < alpha:

reject null hypothesis, claim hypothesis is true
If pvalue >= alpha:

don't reject null hypothesis (no claims made) 



ICA 3

Somebody (somewhere) thinks starting each day at 4 AM with an ice cold shower will increase
student performance.  They conduct an experiment where a group of students wakes up at 4 AM
with an icy shower while another group of students does not.  Their test scores are listed below:

Perform a two-sample T test (as shown) which is able to claim that the icy start to the day improves
test scores at the alpha = .05 signifigance level.

1. Express hypotheses (algebraically: H_0: \mu_x > \mu_y while H_1: \mu_x <= \mu_y or similar)
2. Compute \hat{S}^2
3. Compute T statistic
4. Compute P-value
5. Synthesize your analysis with a one sentence summary 





If time in class ...












